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History and context

The NNPCF played a small part in
getting the SEND review set up
When we met with Nadhim Zahawi
in July 2019, we asked for two
things:
Proper funding for SEND
services

A cross governmental strategy
to address the issues in the
system

The SEND review is imminent but its
been coming a long time…
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Coronavirus
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SEND
review
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•September
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Government
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•September
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Paper

The NNPCF has had varying degrees of
input into the review

Review set
up

Election
called

New
government

Initial
Report

•September
2019

•November
2019

•January 2020

•Spring 2021

• Initial discussions
about the set up of
the review
• NNPCF not on the
review board
• National and regional
events with PCFs

Coronavirus
•March 2020

Coronavirus
halts most work
on the review

Schools
white paper
and
Children’s
social care
review

SEND
review
reboot
•September
2021

Government
reshuffle
•September
2021

Green
Paper

•Spring 2021

NNPCF invited to join new
SEND review steering group
Reviewing proposals and drafts
(not drafting ourselves!)

What’s gone wrong in the SEND
system?

Children and Families
Act 2014:
The right reforms in
the wrong environment

Children and Families Act:
The right reforms in the wrong environment
Coproduction
not
confrontation

Money
• There just isn’t enough money in the system
• The money that is in the system isn’t being used effectively

Incentives and accountability of leaders

Person
centred not
provision led

• Schools aren’t incentivised to be inclusive
• SEND is too often a low priority across health and social care
• Poor accountability and few consequences for failure

Leaders, managers and staff aren’t equipped and
supported to deliver
• They don’t know the law
• Haven’t made the cultural changes

Joint working
not silo
working

Not enough coproduction
• Strategic
• Individual

What impact does this
have?


Too many children with SEND in mainstream
schools have a poor experience



Education Health and Care plans are of very
mixed quality and often services are not
being delivered even when written into a plan



Families still face the cliff edge when their
young person leaves education



Long waits for key health services



Difficulties in accessing children’s social care
Anger

Tribunals

Trust

The whole sector agrees
Education Select Committee
report into SEND

National Audit Office report
into SEND

Timpson review on school
exclusions

Findings from Ofsted and
CQC local area inspections
The new Ofsted school
inspection framework

Findings from the Single
Route of Redress national
trial

Special educational
consortium has issued key
position statements

The Disabled Children’s
Partnership has been
highlighting issues

The problem in the SEND system
System drivers
• Players in the
system are not
incentivised to
prioritise SEND
• Not enough
money in the
system so false
economies are
pursued
• Lack of clarity
about what
should be
provided and
who should
provide it

Impact

Accountability

Impact

Intervention

• Children’s needs
are not
identified,
understood and
met promptly
• Families do not
get the services
they need and
are entitled to

• There is a
mismatch
between
responsibilities,
powers and
accountability in
the system
• Local
authorities,
schools, health
commissioners
and providers,
regional schools
commissioners,
tribunals

• Families have no
simple means of
redress
• Needs escalate
and new needs
develop (e.g.
behaviour,
mental health)
• Families reach
crisis

• Finally the
system
sometimes acts
• Too little too
late
• Conditions may
have worsened,
emotional cost,
trust is lost
• Families seek
EHCPs and
tribunals
• Financial cost to
system escalates

The culture of coproduction is not embedded

The problem is NOT:
Pushy parents
Expectations too
high
Tribunal is too
powerful

This is NOT a problem
with DEMAND
This is a problem
with SUPPLY
If families could get
the right services at
the right time, there
would be no crisis.

How do we fix it?
•

What needs to change?

•

How do we change it?

What needs to change – seven messages
from the NNPCF conference 2019


The NNPCF conference in November 2019, held a dynamic and inspirational
session in which 200 delegates worked together to provide some
recommendations into the SEND review.



These were:

Listen to
families and
intervene early

Make sure there
is enough money
and spend it
well

Right people,
right knowledge,
right skills

Align incentives
for school and
system leaders

Lifelong
outcomes

Increased
accountability

Coproduction

But how do we change it?

A “skunk works” project brings
knowledgeable, experienced and
passionate individuals together to create
strategic and innovative solutions. It is
usually run at great pace and outside of
normal processes.



The NNPCF steering group held four sessions to cover
four of the biggest challenges to reforming the SEND
system:

1.

How do we make the system listen to families
and intervene early?

2.

How do we incentivise mainstream schools to
be more inclusive?

3.

How can we save money and spend the money
we have more effectively?

4.

How do we change the culture and embed
coproduction into the SEND system?



We explored the levers that government has to
change behaviours such as money, legislation,
inspection and data.



We did not spend any time defining the problem –
collectively, we spend too long doing this and going
round in circles.

There are some
silver bullets


Some consistent solutions emerged
across the questions we asked



Simple things that make a difference
across the board

1. Minimum standards for services
2. Clarity on joint commissioning and
who pays for what
3. How the money is allocated and
spent
4. Accountability, inspections and data
5. Right people, right knowledge, right
skills

Minimum standard for services
A consistent national definition of SEND with a minimum standard of services
available to families.
This should be linked to time targets for delivery and a set of reasonable
adjustments that can be expected.
Money

Listening and early intervention

•Greater clarity about the services that need to be
provided across the system meaning planning and
commissioning is simpler. Also eliminates the
postcode lottery. Many of the interventions would
not be expensive and would be covered under the
category of reasonable adjustments.

•Every local area, setting, service and family would
know what they can expect if they have concerns or
issues about specific situations. Greater specificity
about universal and targeted services means there
would be no debate about what should be provided

Inclusion

Coproduction

•Each school would know what they must ordinarily
provide for children within their setting – some of
this would be from health and social care partners.
This would be published on the SEND information
report, referenced to the local offer. It would be
clear to families what they can expect.

•A clear definition of coproduction that everyone can
work towards and tailor for their own situation.

Clarity on joint commissioning and “who
pays for what”
National guidance on “who pays for what” across education, health and social
care services including what should be jointly commissioned.

Money

Listening and early intervention

•In conjunction with a list of minimum services, clear
guidance would eliminate the gaps, overlaps and
disconnects in local commissioning and drive more
joined up system working. Local areas would know
what they needed to commission themselves and
what must be jointly commissioned.

•Delays in delivering services as different parts of the
system protect their own budgets would be
eliminated.

Inclusion

Coproduction

•Schools would have greater clarity on the services
they can access and who is responsible for providing
them. This would enable them to support children in
their existing settings.

•Proper funding and support for parent carer forums
to ensure that they can engage successfully. This
would be jointly funded from local authorities and
health providers.

How the money is allocated and spent
A change in the funding for SEND in mainstream schools where:
- some money follows the child
- is ringfenced
- spent in coproduction with families
- with improved transparency.
Money

Listening and early intervention

• Will encourage schools to identify SEND early and
intervene early saving money across the system. Linked to
a clear definition of what constitutes SEND, will limit
perverse incentives to over-identify SEND. Greater
coproduction and transparency over the use of SEND
budgets will ensure that money is being spent effectively.

• Removes the disincentives for schools to identify SEND
early and intervening early for fears of draining notional
SEND budgets.

Inclusion

Coproduction

•No school should lose out financially because they support
children with SEND well.

•Greater involvement and transparency for families around
how the money assigned to their child’s setting is spent.

Accountability, inspections and data
Use the data gathered, and inspection processes to reinforce early
intervention and inclusion and coproduction.
Remould the system so there is clarity and alignment on the responsibilities,
powers and accountability of local authorities, schools and health services.
Money

Listening and early intervention

•Gather data around use of SEND budgets in schools in
a similar way to pupil premium.
•This should be published and available on the school
website.

•Collate statistics around requests for early help, how
long the response takes and the support finally
offered.
•Local area inspections can also review and encourage
the culture and practice of early intervention.

Inclusion

Coproduction

•Schools statistics re SEND to be scrutinised in
relation local and regional norms. Gather data on
unofficial exclusions.
•School inspections continue to increase their focus
on early identification and help.

•Gather metrics about the quality of both individual
and strategic coproduction in an area.

Right people, right knowledge, right
skills
A programme of workforce development to drive a culture of coproduction,
early intervention and inclusion.

Money

Listening and early intervention

•Outlines methods for school leaders to increase
transparency and coproduction around school
budgets and individual provision.

•Promote the practice and benefits of a culture of
early intervention. Listen to families and intervene
early.
•Do some “mythbusting” – i.e. that “admitting” that a
young person has SEND does not cost more in the
medium and long term.

Showcase the benefits of strategic coproduction in
producing the JSNA and related budgets and plans.

Inclusion

Coproduction

•Workforce development to make sure that every
member of school staff and governors understand the
culture of inclusion.

•Create a strong leadership narrative around the
value of coproduction.
•A simple “how to” guide for the sector supported by
evidenced case studies.

Last but not
least…
Coproduction

Coproduction

Coproduction

What are we worried about?

Parents are just one voice in the review…


Local Government
Association



Association of
Directors of Children’s
Services



Association of Schools
and Colleges



Health Services



Department for
Education



Treasury

We’re not going to get everything we ask for.

Any dilution of
parental rights



The issue is not pushy parents, expectations that are
too high or tribunals with too much power



Some quarters have argued that the answer is to lower
expectations, limit parental rights and clip the powers
of the tribunal



We disagree with this



If the system identified and supported families to meet
needs early, parents would not feel the need to go to
tribunals and request a legal document to secure
services

Lots of things are changing at the same
time…


SEND review



Schools White Paper



Children’s social care
review



Health and Care Bill

Incentives
Responsibilities
Powers
Accountability

Incentives, responsibilities, powers and
accountability must be aligned across these
pieces of policy.

Implementation is going to be key


The principles of the 2014 reforms were right. The
implementation was wrong


There was no clear implementation plan



The incentives and drivers of key players in the
system was not understood



The targets and metrics were process driven, not
outcome focused



Not enough focus on culture change



We must learn the lessons of 2014



The SEND reform must focus on a clear
implementation plan that addresses these
shortcomings



A plan that incentives schools, local authorities,
health providers and families to change outcomes

What happens next?

The Green Paper


A Green Paper is “a preliminary report of government proposals that is
published in order to provoke discussion.”


There is a minimum 12 week consultation period



The DfE have committed to at least one national consultation event with PCFs and
one consultation event in each region



There will be other opportunities for parent carers and forums to contribute



There will be a series of questions that anyone can submit responses to



The Green Paper will move onto a White Paper which a “policy document
produced by the Government that set out their proposals for future legislation.”
and in turn onto a Bill and an Act of Parliament which is when it becomes law



This will be a timescale of up 18 months to 2 years



NNPCF
engagement

We will issue a statement shortly after the publication
of the Green Paper which will set out:


What we asked for



What we agree with



What we disagree with



We are working with other parental organisations to
issue a large scale survey of parents – more responses =
more influence



We will organise a national engagement event with the
Department for Education



We will organise regional events in each of the nine
NNPCF regions



We will submit a formal NNPCF response to the Green
Paper (local forums should do the same and encourage
parents to respond personally)

